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めざせ 1 級！ 英語上級者への道 ～Listen and Speak Ⅲ～  

第 5 回 スーパーマーケット心理学 

＜Script＞  

 

 1  Dialogue for Introduction 

 

T: Edward! How nice to run into you! I didn't know you shopped at this supermarket. 

E: Oh, indeed!  I am a loyal customer of this fine establishment.   

T: Well, I see that your cart is already filled with some rather expensive items and we are 

still near the entrance! Are your selections all on special offer?  

E: No, Tets. I should confess that I'm a bit of a gourmand.  You see here some of my culinary 

pleasures for the coming week.  

T: What wonderful things are in this shopping cart!  Foie gras, canned asparagus, 

artichokes, sun-dried tomatoes, smoked oysters… Er… Don't you need any of the more 

common, everyday foods? 

E: Certainly I do! They are, however, located rather inconveniently at the back of the store. 

Hmm… Now that I think of it, this store's floor plan seems poorly thought out. 

T: My friend, I fear that there is a method to their madness. The owners have consciously 

tried to attract you to these more costly items.  

E: Ah! I feel the magnetic attraction of this month's article pulling us toward some 

interesting study. Shall we begin? 

T: Let's! 

 
 

 2  Listen to the passage and answer the two questions that follow. 

 

Supermarket Psychology （2014-1-  pre-1st   C, No. 17, 18） 

Supermarkets use many strategies, such as advertising or special offers, to encourage 

consumer spending. Displays are also important. It is generally thought that shoppers are 

more attracted to products displayed at eye level, so supermarkets place more-expensive 

items at that height. Consumer analyst Siemon Scamell-Katz, however, believes this is a 

mistake. He tracked the movement of shoppers’ eyes and found they looked more at shelves 

between waist and chest level. When expensive products were moved to that level, sales of 

those products increased. 

Placing staple foods such as bread and milk at the back of the store may also be an error. 

Supermarkets often do this in the hope that shoppers will pick up additional items as they 

walk through the store. But new studies show this strategy annoys shoppers, so they buy 

fewer special and luxury goods if everyday foods are inconveniently positioned. 
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【Questions】  

Answer the following 2 questions, spending 30 seconds on each. 

 

No.1 What did Siemon Scamell-Katz discover about supermarkets? 

No.2 What have new studies shown? 

 

 

(The choices below are just for reference.) 

No. 1(17)   1. Sales decrease when products are moved frequently. 

  2. Products placed at eye level sell the fastest. 

  3. Expensive products sell best on higher shelves. 

  4. Their method of displaying products is ineffective. 

 

No.2(18)  1.  Shoppers are spending more money on staple foods. 

  2. Staple foods should be conveniently located. 

  3. Shoppers buy luxury items at the same time as staple foods. 

  4. Brand-name goods are becoming more popular. 

 

 

 3  Let’s study vocabulary and expressions 

 

Listen to my Japanese and repeat after Edward 

 

1 戦略 strategy 

2 安売り special offer 

3 消費者支出 consumer spending 

4 引き付ける attract  

5 ～を置く place ～ 

6 たどる、追跡する track 

7 主食 staple food 

8 追加の additional 

9 ～をいらいらさせる annoy ～ 

10 不便に inconveniently 

11 ～を置く position ～ 

12 ぜいたく品 luxury good 
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 4  Listen to the passage and once more answer the two questions that follow. 

 

Supermarket Psychology （2014-1-  pre-1st   C, No. 17, 18） 

Supermarkets use many strategies, such as advertising or special offers, to encourage 

consumer spending. Displays are also important. It is generally thought that shoppers are 

more attracted to products displayed at eye level, so supermarkets place more-expensive 

items at that height. Consumer analyst Siemon Scamell-Katz, however, believes this is a 

mistake. He tracked the movement of shoppers’ eyes and found they looked more at shelves 

between waist and chest level. When expensive products were moved to that level, sales of 

those products increased. 

Placing staple foods such as bread and milk at the back of the store may also be an error. 

Supermarkets often do this in the hope that shoppers will pick up additional items as they 

walk through the store. But new studies show this strategy annoys shoppers, so they buy 

fewer special and luxury goods if everyday foods are inconveniently positioned. 

 

【Questions】  

Answer the following 2 questions, spending 30 seconds on each. 

 

No.1 What did Siemon Scamell-Katz discover about supermarkets? 

No.2 What have new studies shown? 

 

 

 5  Repetition and Interpretation Drill 

 

The passage is read with pauses and Japanese interpretation. 

 

1) Repeat during each pause. Practice again and again until your repetition becomes perfect. 

2) Listen and interpret during the pauses. You should finish your interpretation before the 

model interpretation starts. Practice again and again. 

3) Shadowing and Interpretation. While listening to English, shadow the part in English. 

During the pauses, interpret into Japanese. 
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Supermarket Psychology 

Supermarkets use many strategies, / 

such as advertising or special offers, / 

to encourage consumer spending. // 

Displays are also important. // 

 It is generally thought / 

that shoppers are more attracted to products displayed at eye level, / 

so supermarkets place more-expensive items at that height. // 

Consumer analyst Siemon Scamell-Katz, however, / 

believes this is a mistake. // 

He tracked the movement of shoppers’ eyes / 

and found they looked more at shelves between waist and chest level. // 

When expensive products were moved to that level, / 

sales of those products increased. // 

Placing staple foods such as bread and milk at the back of the store / 

may also be an error. // 

Supermarkets often do this / 

in the hope that shoppers will pick up additional items / 

as they walk through the store. // 

But new studies show / 

this strategy annoys shoppers, / 

so they buy fewer special and luxury goods / 

if everyday foods are inconveniently positioned. // 

 

 

 6  Model answers 

 

Listen to the models and compare with your answers 

 

T: Now, Edward, what are your answers? No.1, ‘What did Siemon Scamell-Katz discover 

about supermarkets?' 

E: He discovered that contrary to previous belief, shoppers actually scan shelves in the 

area between the level of their waist and chest. 
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T: Thank you. What is your answer to question No.2, ‘What have new studies shown?’ 

E: New studies have shown that the strategy of placing frequently used items at the 

back of the store actually irritates shoppers, leading to a decrease in the purchase of 

more specialized commodities.  

T: Thank you.  

 

 

 7  Challenge 1 

 

T: Now, Edward is going to make a statement about the article. Please express your 

agreement or disagreement with this statement. You should continue to speak for at least 30 

seconds. 

 

E: If you want to increase sales at your super market, you should carefully consider 

advertising strategies and the inclusion of special offers in your business model. These are 

the two most important points to consider for effective marketing.  

 

E: Model. Now, let’s listen to Tets. He will show you a model. Listen and compare with your 

answer. 

 

T: I agree that advertising and special offers are very important marketing activities. 

However, there are other strategies that may be essential to a successful business. Research 

has shown that both the position of the product on the individual shelf and the location of 

the product group in the store are very important to consumers. According to one consumer 

analyst, shoppers look at shelves between waist and chest level and if you place more 

expensive or special products on these shelves, they will sell better.   

 

 

 8  Challenge 2 

 

E: Please listen. Disagree with the following statement for at least one minute. Your 

statement should include some points introduced in the passage that you have listened to. 

Ready? 
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T: I prefer going to large supermarkets. They have far more special offers than mom-and-

pop stores. Those small retailers, including convenience stores, are just too small to display 

a wide selection of items. At a large super market, I can easily find a wider variety of more 

attractive items. I think this is because the larger enterprises can afford to prioritize 

customer service and satisfaction.  

 

T: Model. Now let’s listen to Edward. He is going to show you a model. Listen and compare 

with your statement. 

 

E: Any business, large or small, exists for profit. While one may indeed find a wider variety 

of items to purchase at the larger supermarkets, their marketing strategies may actually be 

designed to lead you to purchase non-essential items. Supermarkets have traditionally 

placed everyday items such as bread and milk at the rear of the store. While inconvenient 

for the bulk of shoppers seeking these necessities, this marketing strategy aims to tempt 

consumers with higher priced specialty items before reaching the area where the everyday 

items are shelved.  This has recently been shown to be counterproductive as shoppers feel a 

sense of frustration over the inconvenience. A wise consumer will be aware of such 

strategies, and control their shopping habits.  

 

 

 9  Closing Dialogue 

 

T: This type of marketing challenges us to control our urges don't you think Edward?  

E: I'm not completely convinced. Don't you think that modern shoppers have more savvy 

than this research implies?  

T: I'm sorry to point this out Edward but please consider the contents of your present 

shopping cart. Those purchases will add up to a week's salary!  

E: Tets, I never claimed to have Spartan tastes! Life is too short not to have a few simple 

pleasures. 

T: I just came here for a bag of rice! You look like you're going to prepare a meal fit for a 

group of royals!  

E: Oh relax Tets!  You and I can both control ourselves admirably. Hey!  Look at that! 
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T: Oh my! Lobster!  Real lobster! My mouth is watering! There are two left.  One for each of 

us! 

E: Lets hurry before anyone else grabs them!  

T: Er… I'm embarrassed but I was only planning to buy a bag of rice. Could you loan me a 

bit of cash until our recording session tomorrow? 

E: Certainly my impulsive friend! Anything for a bit of hedonism!  

T: Oops! I think I've just proven my own point.  

E: Don't worry. Let's let our listeners ponder this while we check out with our lobsters. 

T: A fine idea! And as we always say: 

T&E:  SEE YOU NEXT TIME! 
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